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The “Multiplying Thoughts: Narratives and Storytelling in a Digital World” workshop by Pak 
Afghan Youth Forum commenced on 29th January, 2021. The whole purpose of this media 
workshop was to bring together Pakistani digital media influencers and have them interact 
while learning about the importance of narratives and the risks of exploitation. The initiative 
hopes to enable deeper understanding and responsibility when it comes to popular young 
influencers and digital journalists. The 3-day media workshop involved activities like lectures 
and various hands-on exercises, as well as a hike, and bonfire nights for the participants to 
enjoy and learn from. 

The event boasts the inclusion of some very well-known media personalities and influencers. 
Some important policymakers and academicians also participated in the event as well as 
Senators, and national assembly members as guests. The sessions of the workshops were 
led by diplomats, academics, researchers, digital media producers, and more. There was 
even a discussion with a former army official.

Day 1 of the workshop started with a session by a former diplomat, Ambassador Ghalib Iqbal 
who spoke on the role that digital media influencers can play in presenting Pakistan’s narra-
tive in the global sphere. There was then a session with Ms. Mishaal Mariam Moin, a research-
er and master trainer with Digital Institute Pakistan, on distinguishing facts from fake news. 
Following Jummah prayers and a lunch break, Mr. Ehtisham Abbas, Director of CCP Pakistan, 
held a session on the 10 Cs of Strategic Communication. The event was followed by an open-
ing dinner honoured by Senator Faisal Javed and Senator Sitara Ayaz. 

Day 2 started with a hike in the Margallas to explore nature and went on to include a session 
with Umer Shiraz on Exploring Narratives Using Foresight. Then, Qaiser Ali, the CEO of Nash-
pati Prime, a leading digital content platform, led a session about the differences between 
traditional and digital media, and how any opinion can be presented and any critique can be 
given as long as it is given tactfully, such as through satire. Then there was a session by 
Ahsan Hamid Durrani, a policymaker and advocate for youth inclusion, about ideas, and identi-
ties and how to question the narratives presented to us. The day ended with an informal 
bonfire night with a live barbecue. 

Day 3 began with an informal activity-based with Mr. Salman Javed, Director General PAYF, 
on non-traditional security threats, information warfare and how exploitation  is done through 
propaganda and misinformation. Then, Mr. Khurram Ellahi, PTV host, writer, and motivational 
speaker spoke about how narratives are shaped by poetry and storytelling. Afterward, some 
of the participants, especially the journalists amongst them, such as Arif Khattak, Razia 
Mahsud, Faizullah Khan, and Ali Zai had a detailed panel discussion about their experiences 
for the benefit of social media marketing influencers. The former Defence Minister and 
Former Defence Secretary Lt. Gen ( R) Naeem Khalid Lodhi then had an open, and detailed 
discussion with the participants on civil-military relations. 

The workshop ended with a formal closing dinner in which the participants were presented 
with certificates by the Chief Guest, the Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly, Mr. Qasim 
Suri and Parlimentary secretary for Federal Education and professional training, Ms. Wajiha 
Qamar joined as guest of honour. Pak Afghan Youth Forum hopes that the digital influencers 
learned through these interactions and exercises, and will be playing their part in globalizing 
Pakistan’s story through digital diplomacy and networking.
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Pakistan since its creation has shared close ethnic, linguistic, religious, cultural, and econom-
ic ties with Afghanistan; still, the Pak-Afghan relationship has largely been characterized by 
mutual mistrust owing to it being devised through a narrow security prism. It will require 
considerable effort to end deep-seated mistrust among the people of both countries, specifi-
cally the youth.

As Afghanistan is transforming itself after decades of war, and as Pakistan continues its 
journey of nationhood and statehood, both countries find their media industries facing 
various struggles in functioning freely, and creating the impact they have the potential for. 
Furthermore, despite cultural similarities, and shared languages and borders, the main-
stream and established news companies of these states don’t have established offices 
across the border. Hence, Pakistan and Afghanistan largely depend on foreign sources for 
news about each other, rather than onground reporting. This only worsens the mistrust 
between the two nations.

This year the Afghanistan Peace Process is actively underway, and hence, these times hold 
great hopes for the first time in decades. These times are also sensitive and definitive for the 
future of the region, and hence require the media to play its role in disseminating relevant infor-
mation, and immortalizing events as they happen. In this Digital Age, social and digital media 
play the most important role in shaping narratives. Content creators on such platforms, as 
well as those that share the content, are ‘Thought Multipliers’, as their posts represent their 
own thoughts but influence the thoughts of many. People are able to wield influence without 
having been informed and educated on issues regarding information and perception warfare. 
Thus, narratives on the internet can be easily exploited and manipulated to further create 
divisions or complicate situations. 

Hence PAYF hopes to provide the relevant training and information to help open the minds of 
thought multipliers, encourage them to post content that is responsible and well-intentioned, 
and prevent the spread of fake news. The “Multiplying Thoughts: Narratives and Storytelling in 
a Digital World” 3-day workshop was the first event conducted for this purpose. 

Background
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Day One

The event started with the recitation of the Holy Quran. 

Then, Salman Javed, Director Pak Afghan Youth Forum, welcomed everyone. He introduced 
PAYF and explained the purpose and aim of the workshop. He explained that different 
influencers have different linkages so they have different narratives accordingly. There is a 
need to synergize their narratives because currently, from both the outside and within, a syner-
gized Pakistani narrative is not visible. We oppose each other’s narratives in a way that we 
can’t counter external threats.
 
He said that the workshop will not teach digital media and its tools, rather it will try to gener-
ate a discussion on narratives, information warfare and its impact, and how to manage it. He 
asked the participants about their awareness of Psyops. He highlighted that in Pakistan, 
research-based content has been missing from the digital mainstream.

He said that the sessions will be interactive and informal. Instead of presentations, they will 
focus on discussions on what we can change and what we can each bring to the table.
 
After this introduction, the participants were asked to introduce themselves, their profes-
sions, and their platforms briefly. They were a diverse group of people whose professions 
ranged from engineering to journalism to marketing, and they utilized Twitter, Instagram, Face-
book, , YouTube, and TikTok to spread their content. The workshop then formally commenced 
with its first session. 

The ambassador started his talk in a very light manner he said that his concept of diplomacy 
was developed in his short time at the Pakistan Navy, and as someone from Balochistan, it 
was very rare that some of my background would make it to the Prestigious force of Paki-
stan. Then he moved to the Foreign Services of Pakistan. 

His main points included the following highlights:

    In our missions abroad, we would organize exhibitions and fairs to showcase our culture 
and heritage, and the media would come and cover these events, and you might see an 
article or two in the local news about them – but the message or the news would have limits 
to how far it would reach. Slowly things started to change, and we saw the media grow and 
develop in a way that it was possible to reach out to thousands of people throughout the 
globe. 

Session One
Amb. Ghalib Iqbal  
Former Diplomat, Former Ambassador of Pakistan to Italy

Age of Digital Diplomacy – What role does a young scholar 
play in expanding the narratives?

Workshop Sessions and their proceedings
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    Much harm has come to diplomacy as he feels that the knowledge that a diplomat 
garnered over the years, has been rendered obsolete by the current digital age. However, 
Pakistan has had a very ‘non-narrative building’ approach and some things have crept into 
the collective conscience of the global population due to this approach of Pakistani eche-
lons.

    Public diplomacy – we have lost ground – where UAE, India, USA have all put in great 
effort, we couldn’t match their efforts. The great extent of politicization in Pakistan has result-
ed in polarized views amongst the people. People no longer support ideas, they support 
parties. 

    Pakistan’s narrative in Kashmir is an example – we could not sell our narrative or draw 
attention to it. The current Sikh Farmer protests have garnered global interest and every 
news channels are giving it a coverage – they are few people; how did they manage to build 
a narrative stronger than Pakistan’s..
 
    I would like for this workshop to be developed and adapted by the foreign office too 
because it is important to attach such brains to each division of the foreign office to help 
Pakistan project its stories to the global citizenry. 

    We keep failing because digital redundancy and digital literacy or lack thereof is a huge 
issue with bureaucracy. Our youth is very talented, and you all need to come forward and 
assume these responsibilities on our behalf.
 
      Social media is unfathomable power, we saw how they blocked out Donald Trump’s narra-
tive. Trump never attacked Pakistan as Obama did, but somehow, we all hated Trump more.
 
    The entire world is using its youth and we are failing to utilize our youth bulge. The state 
should not hesitate to ask the youth to help it – so that Pakistan can be known for what it 
really is  

    You look around social media and you see people are making fun of the military – You 
should not make fun of people who are sacrificing their own lives for the sake of peace 
within this land. When you have forces, you must respect them first. 

     “Thank you for your service day” should be initiated and it should start from the digital 
front of Pakistan. 

    Diplomacy is about building trust – when I served at Pakistan’s mission in France as the 
Ambassador, I received an application from the commercial community for visas, and I 
declined the visas and told them it wasn’t the best time to go to Pakistan. Then some months 
later they asked again, and again I told them it wasn't the best time. Then as soon as the 
situation here settled, I called them and told them they could go and so that established a 
relation of trust and goodwill between the people. 

     Shalimar garden, UNESCO story – we as a people tend to procrastinate things. We need 
to come up with a “kar ja” policy. This isn’t a generation gap we are seeing here, it’s a 
technological one. 
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Ms. Mishaal started her session with an engaging and intriguing talk. She stressed upon the 
need of acquiring the basic skill of filtering out fake and fact and why is it a necessity in the 
age of digital and alternative media and extensive information flow at our gadgets. Some of 
the main points from her talk are as follows:

     Fake news and facts - are all information we absorb, so how do we separate one from 
the next. 

     Fake Facts - Something that we all believe to be true but actually it isn’t. Like Tongue 
Maps from Science textbooks.

     Fake facts exist for a number of reasons – the very first is because we either don’t know 
the source of information or the source is distorted. Fake Facts are based on completely 
false or misleading information.

     Fake Facts are also characterized by how they are spread through illustrations and are 
essentially preaching a simplistic narrative.

     Propaganda pictures are quite common; these are often referred to as click baits and 
Yellow Journalism.
 
     Sponsored content – make sure you use the right reviews and understand who is paying 
for what content.
  
     Satire and Hoax: Several news sites will always tell their readers if what they are reading 
is meant as satire and hoax, but several won’t and hence you need to be sure whether you 
are following the right news portal or outlet or not? Examples: The Independent and The 
Onion. Although all news companies are in a competition to get the best news to you first, 
big companies will always give disclaimers if they are unsure of the news source.
 
     Pseudoscience – are yet another source of fake facts and fake news – conspiracy theo-
ries and flat Earth believers.
 
     Bogus News – Total Facebook engagement – only used to attract attention and get 
traction on Facebook.

     Partisan – biased and following party or institutional narratives. This means one cannot 
rely on the statements and facts been propagated from their handles.
     So how do we spot fake news? 
 Use your critical thinking skills and question the credibility - Always. 
 Fake news also uses a lot emotional content, so beware. Check sources first and 

Session Two
Ms. Mishaal Mariam Moin
Senior Research Associate at PAYF and Master Trainer at Digital 
Institute of Pakistan

Alternative Media and Social Responsibility – Fake Vs Fact
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The session started with Mr. Ehtisham Abbas introducing himself and his favorite travel spot, 
and asked each participant to do the same. Many different world views came forward as 
people defined a place as their favorite for multiple reasons.

With the ice broken, he used visuals of zooming into Earth from space, right into a leaf’s cellu-
lar module to prove how much huge the world is, and then he used the same visuals in 
reverse format to prove how small it is only when you zoom it out and see it from a different 
perspective and place.
 
The point he made was about using tools of strategic communication and how one can 
mould perceptions through data to prove whatever point one wants to prove. Afterwards he 
deliberated upon the specifics on how to utilize Strategic Communications through the Ten 
Cs, which are as follows:

1. It is important to connect with your target audience. 
2. Your communication must command attention. 
3. It must be clear and concise 
4. You must communicate benefits, and especially emotive benefits as they motivate    
 many decisions and actions. 
5. The communication must be culturally appropriate.
6. The communication must cater to the heart and the head. 
7. There must be a call to action.  
8. You must create trust.
9. You must be consistent with your message and communication.
10. Continue to communicate- A one-time interaction has little to no impact.

Following these rules allows a much higher chance of your narrative being strategically 
conveyed. Each C was either explained through an exercise or through an interactive visual 
story. Mr. Ehtisham stressed upon the need of clear in thoughts, using data as a basic 
element and how one can establish a better strategic communication network by using all 
the elements that he tried to explain during his engaging talk.

cross verify them from multiple outlets. 
 Also, don’t believe everything you see and try to identify doctored images – check if 
sounds right – read extensively but make sure you don’t fall for emotional traps. 
 Avoid following or falling for chaotic stories in real time or through live updates,  as 
this will make you more vulnerable to fake news and misinformation.
 Facts vs Opinions – know the difference. Absorb it, digest it, make it part of your 
Social media usage SOP.

Session Three
Ehtisham Abbas 
Director Centre for Communications Program, Pakistan 

Ten Cs of Strategic Communications
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Participants were invited to attend an opening dinner which PAYF hosted in their honor. The 
intention was to make them feel at home during the workshop and also to create an opportu-
nity for these young brilliant minds to rub shoulders with the prominent academics, politicians 
and practitioners and expand their networks for the better approach of their efforts on digital 
fronts.

Senator Faisal Javed – Chairman Standing committee on information and broadcasting 
attended the dinner as chief guest of the evening. He was accompanied by Guest of Honor 
Senator Sitara Ayaz – Chairman Standing committee on Climate change and also a member 
of PAYF’s Board of Mentors.

Both of them delivered a very comprehensive speech and addressed some key points for the 
participants and guests, few of which are as follows:

     This workshop is a commendable effort. 

      It is important to utilize these great digital resources to alter Pakistan's perception which 
the outside world holds about us. We don't want to show a soft image, we want to portray the 
truth - The truth is already positive. Our culture, values, self-esteem and resilience are part 
of our identity. 

     We look at the westerners and try to impress them by being like them, but we know that 
they truly appreciate the diversity and our identity, and we should use it. We should be 
ourselves just like Allama Iqbal envisioned for the youngsters of our nation.

     Our forces, the way that they have valiantly fought, no army in the world could complete 
such a feat. The sacrifices they gave for the peace in this country are the very reason we 
are standing here, tall, resilient and proud.

      PM Imran khan worked on climate change, and all our efforts have helped us become 
leaders in this field. We met the International corn challenge and planted trees, and we'll 
have another tree plantation drive.

     The UN has climate goals, and Pakistan has met these. We've set an example and 
become case studies – this is a story of Pakistan which needs to be narrated far and wide.

    Even during Covid-19 lock downs, Allah blessed us and now the world is commending our 
efforts. – This is another story to be narrated from our side.

     Generate a positive vibe of gratitude and thankfulness. Create a vibe in the digital space. 
Support the talent and innovation and ideas.

Senator Faisal Javed
Member of the Senate of Pakistan

Opening Dinner Ceremony
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Highlights of Day One

     This forum is doing a great job and they're playing a very positive role that this platform 
has played and this platform has allowed us to create.

     Firstly, we need to address the issue of those minds, who willingly portray a positive news 
in a negative manner. 

     PAYF is doing a wonderful job and I am with them since the very start. The need to bring 
Pakistan and Afghan youth through public diplomacy is something which was missing from 
most of our efforts

     Digital fronts are one of the most important medium and tools to carry out public diploma-
cy with effective approach and outreach to the outer world.

     The event ended with a music show and a delicious dinner and exchange of souvenirs 
with the honorable guests. 

Senator Sitara Ayaz
Member of the Senate of Pakistan
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Nature Hike

The day started with a healthy activity. All the participants were taken to the trail – 5 of 
Margalla hills where they interacted with each other in an informal manner and also 
conversed with the nature. The walk was an exercise to bring the participants more closer 
to each other to form up a network and also to showcase them importance of healthy minds, 
souls and bodies. The walk was ended with Chai-Pakora snacks at the foothills of trail – 5.

Mr Umar Sheraz is one of the few futurists and foresight experts of Pakistan. Trained by the 
maestro of the field, Dr Suhail Inayatullah, he talked about the future stories, how do the form 
and how can we partially control them using foresight tools. His session was interactive and 
exercise based, which kept the participants on toes. Salient points of his session are as 
follows:

     Social Media and Influencing – why is it important to think about the future? 
 To plan 
 For future generations 
 To draft futuristic policies 
 To create value 

     In this Pandemic, we saw some countries made some really tough decisions, and we see 
stadiums are empty and they are trying to deal with the pandemic. We created this future, 
someone thought of this future. 

     What if we don’t think about this future? 

     Audience reaction – we will be more reactionary in nature – more likely to be over-
whelmed easily through emotional narratives -  Fighting the fires of today, would leave us with 
no plan for tomorrow. We all make these mistakes – leaders, policymakers, citizens. 

      What is Storytelling: You didn’t know me when we started this conversation, but even 
telling your own perspective has helped us know each other a little more – that's the beauty 
of communication and that’s the basics of storytelling – Communicating. 

      We must be able to better anticipate opportunities – look for them in order to exploit them 
effectively.  

     Future planning – now all of you have stories to tell from this pandemic of covid-19. But 
do you know that there had been mention of a pandemic in several reports and assimilations 

Session One
Umar Sheraz
Senior Research Associate, Centre for 
Policy Studies, COMSATS

Exploring Narratives Using Foresight tools

Day Two - Sessions and their proceedings
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     about for the past 13 years? – Yet so many of us were caught unaware. That’s what 
happen when you don’t plan and you don’t communicate.

     Future S-curve – anatomy of any issue in the world - By the time the possibility is in the 
media and mainstream thought the problem is already in front of us.

     Foresight: Not everything will happen the way you planned – you need foresight to remain 
calm and to plan effectively. 

     Participants were divided into two groups for an exercise on Future is Dark vs Future is 
Bright with three groups. Dark, middle and bright and the responses are as under:

     Second exercise was about three groups – Future is in my hands, future is not my hands 
and I am in the middle. Interesting outcomes were noted by the exercise supervisor.

     How does it relate to social media?
 LINK STORY TO STRATEGY;
 Narratives require action, its important to link it with strategy. What is the inner story 
of individuals, organizations, parties and countries.

Mr Qaiser is a very senior producer from Pakistan’s entertainment industry. He has numerous 
accolades and accomplishments as a producer and content creator under his belt. But his 
journey towards digital front and creating one of Pakistan’s largest digital based entertain-
ment channel is a story from where all can take lessons. He also shared his perspective of 
using digital media for creating a smart, subtle but effective narrative where necessary. 
Points from his talks covered following aspects:

     Digital vs mainstream – Who is more effective in today’s day and age?

     In digital production direct feedback of user is being collected.

     You cannot watch multiple channels at a time but you can subscribe as many you want 
and keep on getting their feeds and notifications.

     Your viewer or audience share good content by themselves on digital production unlike 
mainstream from where nothing can be “shared”.

     One of the most prominent yet basic difference in mainstream TV and Digital Production 
is Artificial Intelligence, where you can see insight and stats and drive the algorithms with 
your content, key words and management of your production.

Session Two
Qaiser Ali 
CEO Nasphati Prime 

Digital Productions – How to make narratives easy for masses 
through creative visuals
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     Making digital content and improving it from analyzing the comments is another thing to 
follow. This mechanism of direct feedback is taken for granted by most of the content devel-
opers and hence the failures. 

     Another major difference is that our local TV production has no global content and hence 
no global outreach mechanism.

     3 P’s are important to engage masses. Purpose, place, person.

     People share good content that they want to show others, “see! I have shared something 
good.” From where the content gets famous or it gets viral.

     Always cover general human nature, stories and all most importantly keep the genders 
balance.

     If your content is good, it will be shared. If its not shared by someone, it has a problem 
of effecting audience.

     Timing of your content is very important - second important thing is consistency of 
content. Content is the magic and consistent content is its manifestation in practical field.

     Watch out your audience. There are two types of audience 
 Left outs
 And those who share your content

     Aggressive people do wrong support and show their negative views; sometimes this reac-
tion became really harsh.

     Visuals are important, content creators always want to see their content coming back to 
them by sharing. 

     In Pakistan – You have the freedom to say anything and produce anything. If you are smart, 
your message will get through and tolerance will be shown from individuals, groups, institu-
tions and even from state organs.

     But we faced difficulty when we produced the content on Afghanistan and tried to highlight 
Indian interference through different groups. 

     We were threatened, our actors were physically abused and our office was marked. But 
we kept on producing good content. 

     We can reply either through violence or through narratives and that too through visuals – 
We choose the later one. 

     Bridging the gap between thinkers, idea generators and content managers on visual end 
is a MUST.

Mr. Qaiser kept the audience engaged through is visuals and the content he has produced 
over the period of time and the response he received. Participants of the workshop were 
most intrigued with his work, his efforts and were eager to join hands with his platform, if an 
opportunity is provided to them.
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Mr. Ahsan is a member of the board of mentors, PAYF. He is a policy practitioner and was request-
ed to make an effort to instill a sense of responsibility among the influencers while dealing with 
a much larger world out there on the virtual realms. His points covered the following aspects:

     Understand Identity construction - US constructed identities – Mujahideen, Taliban, Terror-
ists and they are still on with this game. 

     Assumed as the enemy and a threat to our way of life – our identity was taken, decon-
structed and reconstructed. 

     Pakistan created its new identity during the war on terror – when it became a front-line 
ally and we made a lot of sacrifices, but as soon as we stopped following the US’s strategic 
line, our arm is twisted through different means and methods. 

     At the time these identities were created with major support from the mainstream media, 
and social media didn’t exist at as that time in our part of the world - but today we have the 
power of social media with a power of content such as memes in the digital culture. 

     Memes greatly impact the perception of any given issue/ subject – memes have become 
so powerful that they can make or break a person – hence it is pertinent to understand the 
power you yield as influencers – there is a lot of research going into understanding this 
phenomenon and most of us just use it as comic relief not understanding its impact.

     Outsiders also influence our narrative for example, the #BoycottUAE trend in Pakistan – 
did not reflect the country’s stance on a matter that had no bearing or meaning to us. There 
is much need to be mindful of the narrative we may adopt and the way it can harm our 
country’s stance as a whole. 

     There are so many trends going on and our influencers are mindlessly participating in 
trends that do not conform with our narrative – no interest is larger than national interest – 
when we observed influencers from Turkey, Iran, China, Afghanistan, Central African Repub-
lic, and some European countries – these people are very careful with not interfering in the 
state’s business. 

     Interaction with international influencers is also very important – we tend to push our 
narratives and perceptions throughout within the same circles, and that proves to be quite 
counterproductive and creates Echo chamber effect – which means that the narrative isn’t 
penetrating a greater audience, but is circulating within the same group of people.

     Some ways that we can ensure the increased outreach of our narrative – Build a rapport 
on a specific topic – pick a topic that you may be interested in and research extensively on 
it, analyze it and think critically about it.

Session Three
Ahsan Hamid Durrani 
Policy expert – Member Board of Mentors, PAYF

How to form up a network of ideas – Processing for messaging
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Highlights of Day Two

     Interact with people from across the world on and around these issues. 

     Organize Webinars - It’s a great tool which is not been used by social media influencers 
to create online communities. 

     What we expect from you after this workshop:
     We need you to become responsible – with your thought processes and apply what you 
have learned – share ideas amongst yourselves and stay open for discussion - most impor-
tantly stay in touch with us. 
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Day Three - Sessions and it's proceedings

Mr. Salman started his workshop with an interactive session. He divided the participants in 
different groups and asked them to name themselves in a creative manner, where they were 
bound to chose from different jargon or terminologies been used in non-traditional warfare 
matters. 

He inserted his team colleagues as his assets among the groups as their group members and 
their sole purpose was to confuse the decision makers with every assignment that he gave 
them in 15 minutes time. He revealed their true identities later on, telling the participants 
about “internal elements” used as spin doctors to confuse the narratives and initiating the 
information operations on behalf of the adversary. His discussion with the participants 
revolved around following elements:

     Opinion Makers or Point of view holders – What are you?

     What do you do to make an opinion?

Responses from participants were:
     Writing about something with facts.
     Projecting statistics and data.
     Writing facts and compare two side of stories.
     Study, symptoms and reactions of people and then write my opinion.

Analyzing things and read different views and books and produce a factual narrative.
Mr. Salman made a point here that Opinion is a very sacred thing; we always give our point 
of views and confuse them as our opinions. The difference between holding a point of view 
and an opinion is that we remain flexible when we understand that we can change our point 
of view if a supreme data comes in front of us. 

     Non- kinetics vs kinetics:

     TTP slogan of justice was a non-kinetic element. Initiating an ideology based narrative, 
provoking youngsters and creating sympathizers. 

     Al-Qaeda’s slogan isn’t striving for Khilafah.

     ISIS slogan is protecting the Khilafah. 

     BLA, PTM and BRAS use ethno nationalism and its sub branches of have-nots through 

Session One
Salman Javed 
Director General, PAYF

Information Operations & Understanding Non-Kinetics
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ideology of maxims at its centre. 

     These slogans create ideologies and ideologies create literature and narratives.

     Narratives and literature give ample material for all their followers to make their way in 
media (traditional and non-traditional) to penetrate in society and particularly among youth.

   Universities and social media in particular Facebook, YouTube and Twitter are their 
playgrounds.

     An ideologue is the most dangerous of all. Deal with him and you will be able to deal with 
the kinetic elements effectively. 

     Also understand the concept of full spectrum deterrence – Conventional, non conventional 
and people, they all form up a full spectrum deterrence of a country. You are the people; use 
your skills and tools to strengthen the deterrence on digital front.

     Become experts of information operations not trolls.

     Citizen journalism – Understand and become a free journalist but with responsibility. 

     What are three different kinds of Propaganda?

 

How do we deal with the black or grey propaganda?

     Information

     Facts

     Tolerance

     On ground realities is a must, to counter the propaganda

     Start telling the truth, it will make its way and the fake elements will fade away.

Black propaganda 

Drs. are killing corona patients.

Army is using 80% budget.

All Afghans are against Pakistan.

Trend of PTM, PMLN or other 
such parties or sometimes by 
ISPR.

Grey Propaganda 
(Psychological operations) 

All rightwing elements are 
violent.

All seculars and liberals are evil

Pakistani agency is #1 in the 
world

Army doesn’t want any 
institution to grow.

White propaganda 
(Valid sources)

All books, documentaries, news 
channels we know - they are 
representing someone’s narra-
tive.  Know the source.
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Mr. Khurram Ellahi is a senior anchor at PTV. He is also a brilliant story teller and a poet. He 
has authored books on different elements of storytelling. Engaged the audience with his artic-
ulated talk and continuous references from various books, movies, and works of authors, 
philosophers and poets. Proving, that story telling is the most effective tool to capture and 
mesmerize a mind. His points included the following:

     When you do not have the knowledge then there is no need for somebody to fool you, you 
are already a fool.

     Storytelling is a powerful tool to attract people to read and study your narrative, even 
science had been thought by using the tool of storytelling - Stephen Hawking  told physics in 
the form of a story. 

     Language plays the most crucial role of all - If a nation does not have its language, its 
stories, and its views: it cannot exist. It won’t have words to narrate anything at all.

     Nations were eliminated when adversaries took away their language from them. 

     Poetry - A Poem is capable to convey so many messages by using minimum words. 

     Occupiers take away your words so that you may not be able to explain your pain.

     If you do not know the facts and truth, making you fool is the easiest thing. 

     1984 by George Orwell is a must read. It’s the book who gave us two concepts – “Big 
brother is watching” and the concept of “War of narratives”. 

     In our part of the world - Poetry of Allama Iqbal and Maulana Rumi is a tool to counter west-
ern narrative and promote our superior culture. Call it Islamic or not, that’s your choice based 
on your perception and perceived ideas. 

     Poets and Prophet help nations build their foundations on stronger elements.

     Story telling is strongly used for building narratives for example: “Three kings” movie was 
released before US attack on Iraq to convince the public to accept government’s narrative 
of attacking Iraq.

     Existentialism: Playing with words can be used to convey strong message in beautiful way.

     We have to develop the habit of reading our literature, in our kids. Nations are born in the 
hands of poets and die at the hands of politicians. 

Session Two
Khurram Ellahi 
Poet – Story teller - Anchor

War of Narratives through Poetry and Storytelling
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Gen Naeem Lodhi is one of the most prominent figure who appears on national and interna-
tional media fronts. He tried to have an interactive session after his brief talk on the pointers 
of “Civil-Military” relations. He tried to address the issue and myths surrounding them. His 

Session Four
Lt. Gen ( R) Naeem Khalid Lodhi 
Former Defence Minister, Former Defence Secretary.

Civil Military Relations – Prevailing Narratives and perceptions 

The discussion took place in the open air, in the aesthetically beautiful lawn of National 
Skills University. The panel was formed up to understand the different narratives and issues 
emanating from the western front of Pakistan. All the panelists were from KP, Erstwhile FATA 
or Balochistan. 

       Ali Zai voiced his concerns about rising violent dissidents. He advised bloggers & Influ-
encers that they have to work really hard so that they may be heard across the board. Inside 
and outside.
 
       Mr. Arif Khattak emphasized on the need of getting in touch with Afghan influencers and 
building a credible relation with them. He showed his willingness to assist anyone who would 
want to establish such a network though sustainable and consistent efforts. As per him – No 
narrative is effective, if its not getting to the right set of audience. The defeat in war of narra-
tives starts with the issue of “echo chambers”.

      Mr. Faizaullah Khan, a renowned journalist talked about the actual issue between Paki-
stan and Afghanistan – the so-called Durand line. As per him, this issue needs to be 
discussed openly and settle the superior narrative through historical facts once and for all. 
Once this issue is resolved, no one from Afghanistan will be able to play games. 

      Razia Mehsud – Razia is the first female journalist from South Waziristan. She shared 
her experiences and the difficulties she faces and threats she has to mitigate with. She 
showed concerns about the authorities that they don’t make contact and neither do they 
show any interest in resolving our local issues. Due to which slogans of PTM gain traction. 
This needs to be changed on priority basis to fight off narrative of sub-nationalists. 

Session Three
Participant-led Panel Discussion

Panel from Participants – Ali Zai, Razia Mehsud, Arif Khattak, Faizullah Khan
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main points were as under:

     Elephant analogy - Sharing perceptions and collecting them gives us a better idea of what 
an elephant looks like.  

     Human mind is programmable – There is a concept of post “truth-era” - In a storm of lies 
and you have to look for the truth. 

     We understand Social Media, & Artificial Intelligence – AI helped SM to understand and 
reduce human interaction to algorithms and they have become the drivers.

     EU Disinfo Lab has left us in no need for evidence anymore – Civil Military relations - 
Establishment, Government and People - are all keeping a check and balance on one anoth-
er – Good of one is good for all.
 
     Standoff between Civil Military is increasing – if we all believe that only one institution 
must change I don’t believe that will change anything. We all need to accept our mistakes 
and work on our shortcomings. We all need to make small changes, and holding only one 
institution I.e. the army, isn’t going to solve anyone’s problems. 

     I advocate for smaller administrative units, and empowering local governments – they 
should be given significant autonomy on their resources so that they may address their 
issues in a manner that suits them 

     Appoint people who are qualified for the job – appoint army officials in places where they 
belong like as ministers of defence and as national security advisors.
 
     We all carry our own truths and our perceptions.

     We must align our defense and foreign policy and work towards the same goals.

The closing dinner was the treat to the participants from PAYF after a three-day rigorous 
exercise. The dinner like opening ceremony was filled with think tanks heads, prominent 
academics, policy practitioners, politicians and legislators. It was two-way traffic; elite minds 
interacted with young bright minds and exchanged ideas. The ceremony was attended by 
Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly of Pakistan, Honorable Qasim Khan Suri as chief 
guest and he was accompanied by Parliamentary Secretary for MoFEPT, Honorable Ms. 
Wajiha Qamar, as guest of honor for the evening. 

Both of them interacted with the participants, delivered their short but crisp speeches and 
distributed certificates among the participants of the workshop. Some of the pointers from 
the speeches are as under:

Closing Dinner – Certification Distribution Ceremony
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     The need of such workshops is of immense nature.

     I congratulate PAYF and its team on concluding the workshop amicably and effectively.

     I followed the activities on your social media handles regularly. Watched your engaging 
session through your social media and kept myself updated. 

     Pakistan and Afghanistan are two brothers. They cannot be separated. 

     We will stand by Afghanistan through thick and thin.

      Public diplomacy is an important domain and PAYF is doing a wonderful job. I really appre-
ciate their efforts of brining the people of two nations closer and particularly focusing on the 
youth of both countries. 

     Digital media is a weapon. It is used against us and to wedge differences between Paki-
stan and Afghanistan.

     We all know how EU Disinfo Lab’s reports busted Indian designs against Pakistan. We all 
should be prepared to use social media as a medium to counter their propaganda. 

     Show what Pakistan is. Tell your truth, your narrative is much more stronger and supreme 
and it cannot be defeated.

     I am standing here in appreciation of this great effort and I am sure, PAYF will continue 
to work like this in the realm of public diplomacy and will continue to harness the potential of 
youngsters from both countries for the betterment of our region.

     Peace in Afghanistan means peace in Pakistan and Pakistan will keep on supporting the 
process and efforts for the greater good of the region.

     Congratulations to all participants

Honorable Qasim Khan Suri
Deputy Speaker National Assembly 

Ms. Wajiha Qamar:
Member of the National Assembly of Pakistan
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     I request Mr. Deputy Speaker to give his patronage to the forum, as they are working with 
sincerity and honesty for the betterment of both nations. 

The session ended with the certification distribution ceremony and exchange of souvenirs 
with the honorable guests. Deputy Speaker was presented with a special sword by DG PAYF 
Mr. Salman Javed on behalf of team PAYF.

Highlights of Day Three
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Print Media Coverage

Daily 92

30



Turkey Urdu

Nawa-i-waqt
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Kashmir Express Kashmir Times
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National Herald Tribune
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Pak Observer

The News
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Daily Jinnah
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Daily Times

Voice of Pakistan
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Electronic Media Coverage

PTV WORLD

NEWS ONE

ABB TAK
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Social Media Campaign
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Social Media Influencers Coverage
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Ali Zai
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Komail Ahmad
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Qasim Khan Suri
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Razia Mahsud
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Tahir Khan
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